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Abstract
Data clustering is one of the fundamental techniques in scientific analysis and data mining, which describes a dataset according to similarities
among its objects. Partition based clustering algorithms are the most popular and widely used clustering technique. In this information era, due to
the digitization of every field, the huge volume of data is available to data analysts. The quick growth of such datasets makes decade old
computing platforms, programming paradigms, and clustering algorithms become inadequate to obtain knowledge from these datasets. To cluster
such large datasets, Hadoop distributed platform, MapReduce programming paradigm and modified clustering algorithms are being used to
shrink the computational time by distributing clustering job across multiple computing nodes. This paper provides a comprehensive review of
Hadoop and MapReduce and their components. This paper aims to survey recent research works on partition based clustering algorithms which
use MapReduce as their programming paradigm. In many recent works, the traditional partition based clustering algorithms like K-means, K-
prototypes, K-medoids, K-modes and Fuzzy C-means are modified for MapReduce paradigm in order to obtain different clustering objectives on
different datasets for reducing the computational time. The contribution of this paper is (1) to provide an overview of clustering challenges in
real world large dataset clustering and the role of MapReduce programming paradigm and its supporting platforms in dealing the challenges for
several tasks in different datasets and (2) to review recent works in partition based clustering using MapReduce paradigm for different clustering
objectives for different datasets employing different strategies.
Copyright © 2018 Faculty of Computers and Information Technology, Future University in Egypt. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
1.1. An overview of cluster analysis
Data clustering techniques are considered among one of the
popular data mining techniques. Data mining techniques are
widely used for extracting knowledge from different datasets
[1]. Data mining methods provide interesting and meaningful
patterns by analysis of large repositories of datasets [2].
Clustering or cluster analysis is one of the elementary data
mining techniques used in scientific data analysis [3]. Clus-
tering is also known as unsupervised learning which produces
different clusters of input dataset and is able to place any new
input in the suitable cluster [4]. The outcome of clustering
leads to setting down on numerous clusters or groups by
determining the resemblances of the data points of a dataset
[5]. This is performed such that data points in the same cluster/
groups are alike and data points belonging to other clusters/
groups are unlike [6]. The objective of a clustering process is
determined by a specific necessity provided by the user [7].
Clustering algorithms are widely and extensively used for data
analysis in different domains and datasets such as biological
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data [8,9], weblog data [10], image data [11], text data, market
data, telecommunication data, medical data etc.
Clustering techniques are still significant research issue in
data mining process and it is basically a continuous focus on
data mining for finding optimum clusters [12]. Clustering
techniques have some typical requirements as explained below
[13]:
 Clustering algorithms require dealing large data volumes
effectively.
 Clustering algorithms should provide with quality clusters
from diverse input datasets containing binary, numerical
and categorical data attributes.
 The shape of clusters obtained from clustering algorithms
should be of arbitrary shape. For example, depending on
input datasets clustering result require to generate oval
shaped, “Z” shaped or “S” shaped clusters.
 Clustering algorithms should generate quality clustering
from datasets containing low or high dimensional data.
 It is common for a voluminous dataset to encompass noise
in terms of missing, inaccurate or erroneous data. A
clustering algorithm is considered robust is it can produce
good quality clusters with a noisy input dataset.
 The resulting clusters should be easy to understand and
unambiguous.
However, all the above requirements are practically un-
available in any particular clustering algorithm. Clustering
algorithms can be categorized into five major groups based on
its inherent method used for data classification in clusters.
These are i) Partitioning algorithms ii) Hierarchical algorithms
iii) Density-Based algorithms iv) Grid-Based algorithms and
v) Model-Based algorithms [14]. Varieties of algorithms under
each group are already available in the literature and were
effectively applied to real-life data mining problems [15].
The most popular and widely used algorithms are arguably
partitioning based due to the fact that it is simple to under-
stand, easy to implement and time complexity is minimal as
compared to other techniques [4]. Partition based clustering
algorithms create k number of partitions of a given data set,
each representing a cluster. A typical data clustering process
starts with a set of data objects and partitions them into k
clusters founded on similarity distance measures such as
Euclidean distance. Some of the requirements that are
accomplished by partition-based clusters are: i) Each cluster
must consist of at least one data object in it and ii) in non-
fuzzy clustering algorithms, each object should be present in
only one cluster [14]. K-means, K-medoids, K-modes, and
FCM are examples of partition based algorithms [14].
Clustering algorithms can also be categorized as Soft
Clustering and Hard clustering [16]. Traditional clustering
methods are hard in nature. Here one object must be part of a
single cluster after convergence of the clustering process.
Traditional clustering algorithms are modified with soft
computing techniques to meet real-world requirements of
clustering. This modification leads it to a soft technique of
clustering. Hence, hard clustering denotes parting data objects
into separate groups maintaining every particular data object
goes to accurately in one group. In soft clustering, a particular
data object can associate in more than one group, and con-
nected to the other data objects through a membership
calculation. The membership value of a data object shows the
orientation of that data object with respect to a specific cluster
[17].
Fuzzy sets are widely incorporated with clustering algo-
rithms for soft clustering. It enables the clustering result to
demonstrate the level of closeness of a particular object to a
cluster. Soft clustering assigns each data object a degree of
membership valued within the range of 0e1 with different
clusters. Fuzzy clusters are implicit and represent the true
nature of a clustering than its non-fuzzy version [16,18]. If a
data object possesses membership value closer to 1 for a
particular cluster then it indicates that this object is suitable for
that particular cluster.
In terms of quality of clustering, fuzzy clustering provides
better clustering than non-fuzzy clustering. Fuzzy clusters
provide more insight and knowledge about the proximity of
the data objects to the different clusters. The overlapping
clusters can also be easily recognized by the membership
values in case of fuzzy clustering [19]. There are many recent
research works found in the area of fuzzy clustering in order to
obtain different clustering objectives such as web log analysis,
image segmentation, and bioinformatics to name a few [20].
The most popular and widely used hard and fuzzy partitioning
algorithms are K-means and Fuzzy C-means respectively [21].
1.2. Challenges due to growing size of data and parallel
techniques
Over the years, dataset volumes are developing quickly due
to business and manufacturing process automation, and less
expensive storage device availability. These voluminous
datasets generated by an enterprise are sometimes distributed
across their branch locations. One of the reasons for this
growing quantity of data is web server log file maintenance,
which records user's activity in a particular website. Analyzing
these voluminous web server log files provide an enterprise the
behavior of any particular user [17]. The job of data analysts
becoming difficult to effectively analyze and retrieve knowl-
edge from such voluminous data generated from almost all
field of work [22], like bioinformatics [23,24], biomedical
[25,26], cheminformatics [27], web [28] to name a few.
Clustering these large datasets effectively becomes a problem
for traditional clustering algorithms [3]. Traditional clustering
algorithms take huge time in clustering such voluminous
datasets [14]. The existing data analysis tools also suffer
similar inefficiency problem while clustering voluminous
datasets [29]. Therefore, scalable and parallel clustering al-
gorithms are required to efficiently cluster such a large volume
of data. Also, a parallel computing model is required for
parallel clustering of such large volume of data [30].
At the same time, when dataset sizes are increasing, the
computer processing paradigm is also changing to multi-
core and many-core systems. There is an increasing shift
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in computing technique to parallel and distributed mecha-
nisms. MapReduce, proposed by Google in 2004, is a pro-
gramming paradigm which process large datasets in parallel
among a series of connected nodes. MapReduce performs a
task by dividing the task into two functional blocks named
map and reduce. MapReduce automatically handles input
and output related mechanisms require for map and reduce
function execution [31]. Hadoop is a framework which en-
ables efficient large dataset processing by application pro-
grams written based on the MapReduce paradigm [32].
Hadoop works on master-slave architecture where one
master coordinates many slaves. Hadoop has two major
parts: Storage and Processing. The storage part is managed
by Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and processing
part is designed based on MapReduce programming para-
digm. Using these two parts, Hadoop can efficiently process
very large datasets by managing the process of the distri-
bution of data in the nodes, processing the data in the nodes
and accumulating result from the slave nodes [33,34]. This
paper summarizes a literature review on efforts made on
parallelizing partition based clustering algorithms using
MapReduce framework.
The following are the challenges faced in dealing with large
datasets:
 The challenge of effectively analyze and retrieve knowl-
edge from real-world voluminous datasets is faced by data
analysts.
 It is challenging to parallelize traditional clustering algo-
rithms in MapReduce paradigm for large dataset
clustering.
1.3. The different utilization of the MapReduce
framework: an overview
Real-world datasets such as web log data, image data,
and bio-medical data necessitate a huge amount of storage
space. Sometimes it consists of terabytes of storage space.
MapReduce [35,36] is the best choice for clustering of these
voluminous datasets in distributed clusters and multi-core
systems [37,38]. Many researchers have been conducted to
make MapReduce familiar to the users and to make Map-
Reduce best for processing large datasets [31]. In order to
exploit better efficiency though MapReduce processing of
data-intensive [35] real-world datasets, many recent project
works have improved the APIs and experimented MapRe-
duce using different configuration parameters [39e45].
MapReduce is successfully implemented for processing
large datasets for different applications on distinct platforms
[39,46e49]. Although MapReduce is designed to process
large data sets on a cluster of computing nodes, it is also
used for developing applications for multi-core computers
[47,50,51].
The name of MapReduce is given as its execution is largely
dependent on two functions named map and reduces. The
input to reduce function is the output of the map functions.
The input dataset is firstly divided into parts and then map
functions are allocated with a particular data chunk. The
processing result of this dataset is then fed to reducer for
further processing and accumulation of results [52]. The
MapReduce model becomes so popular due to the following
reasons:
 The biggest advantage is that it provides automatic par-
allelization and distribution.
 It's tolerant to faults. Individual tasks can be retried.
 A clean abstraction for developers provided.
 MapReduce programs are usually written in Java, which in
turn one of the popular and most widely used by
developers.
 Hadoop comes with standard status and monitoring tools.
1.4. MapReduce design
In MapReduce, the parts of a dataset are processed sepa-
rately by map functions (known as mappers also). The reduce
functions (known as reducers also) are provided with the re-
sults from the mappers. In this way, MapReduce process a
large dataset by partitioning the jobs between mappers and
reducers [51]. The dataset input to the MapReduce must first
transform into key and value pairs as the mappers and reducers
can only work in this format.
Mapper: (k1, v1)/ [(k2, v2)]
Reducer: (k2, jv2j)/ [(k3, v3)]
where, k1 & k2 are in-key and out-key respectively, and v1 and
v2 are in-value and out-value respectively. k3 and v3 are final
keys and final value respectively. jv2j is the out value list.
The mappers execute in parallel on different data splits of
an input dataset and output intermediate pairs of keys and
values. The reducers obtain these values from mappers and
calculate the final value for each key. Fig. 1 provides the
working style of MapReduce with mappers and reducers.
1.5. A MapReduce program execution strategy
The input dataset is automatically partitioned into subsets
of the original datasets and allotted to mapper functions for
parallel processing in different nodes of a cluster. The inter-
mediate values and the keys outputted by the mappers are then
allotted to the reducers. The number of partitions (p) and the
partitioning function are specified by the user [53]. The
following sequence takes place when the user's application
program runs on MapReduce paradigm: (1) application pro-
gram creates separate processes for master and slave nodes,
(2.1) master node assigns nodes for map job and (2.2) also
assigns nodes for reduce job, (3) input dataset is partitioned
and each partition is assigned to a particular mapper node, (4)
output of the mapper job is stored in a file on local nodes
correspondingly, (5) the key and intermediate values stored in
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local files are sent to nodes assigned for reduce job, (6) after
reduction the final results are stored in the master node. The
MapReduce execution strategy is provided in Fig. 2.
1.6. MapReduce applications
Google in 2008 used to process 20 PB of data daily with the
help of 100,000 MapReduce processes [54]. These data in turn
required framework for analyzing its large volume efficiently
in short span of time. One of the smartest solutions for such a
problem is obviously MapReduce programming paradigm
which helps it to execute in parallel by distributing a job into a
number of clusters of nodes. As provided in section 1.4,
MapReduce is extensively used for getting the advantage of
large data processing in several problem domains [55]. There
are many applications customized for MapReduce paradigm to
..............
key 1, key 2, key 2,
intermediate intermediate intermediate
values values values
final key 1 final key 2 final key 3
values                                     values                                       values
Data split 1
Mapper 1
Barrier: Aggregates intermediate values by output key
Values for 
key 1
Mapper n
Values for 
key 2
Values for 
key m
Values for 
key 1
reducer
Values for 
key 2
Values for 
key m
reducer reducer
Data split n
Fig. 1. MapReduce overview.
Fig. 2. MapReduce strategy of Data processing.
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attain certain objectives. Some of the examples includes
analysis of different kinds of log files [56], determination of
crops for agricultural planning and use of pesticides and fer-
tilizers [57], pre-processing and extraction of user sessions
from the web server log files [58], providing current and yearly
trends of crops prices to the farmers [59], segmentation and
classification in medical image analysis [60] etc. It is also found
useful in applications such as web-graph inverting [61], SMS
message mining [62], encoding and decoding large twister code
[63], parallelizing particle swarm optimization algorithms [64],
calculation of response time using generalized stochastic petri
nets for analysis of efficiency in communication systems [55]
and to optimize spatial queries [65].
In Table 1, we have provided details of some of the tasks
parallelized using MapReduce:
2. Implementations of MapReduce programming
paradigm
2.1. Hadoop
Hadoop [32] is an open source distributed computing
framework for large dataset processing using MapReduce
[51]. Hadoop executes a program in a cluster of connected
nodes following master-slave architecture. The master node
partitions the datasets transfers the datasets to the slaves and
combines the result from slave nodes after processing. It can
process petabytes of data efficiently through a cluster of nodes
made of commodity hardware [51]. Hadoop consists of several
parts and subprojects [32,70]. The two important parts of
Hadoop are provided below:
 HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System is the storage part
of Hadoop.
 MapReduce: This is the computational paradigm used by
Hadoop for processing data.
HDFS is an efficient and fault-tolerant distributed file
system designed by Hadoop. HDFS of the master node
implicitly partitions an input dataset, is distributed among
slave nodes and recollects the final result from the slaves to the
master. HDFS in the master node contains the metadata to
store all this information. Fig. 3 provides an overview of
HDFS File System.
 Client: The client [71] allows a user to access the HDFS
file system.
 HDFS Master Node: The significant tasks like splitting the
input dataset, monitoring and tracking slave node execu-
tion of a particular data split, replication and transfer of a
data split evenly across slaves, managing the file list as
well as blocks in a file, storing the attributes of files and
managing other meta-data are performed by HDFS of
master node [51].
 HDFS Data Nodes (Slaves): Slave nodes receive data
splits from the master node and stores in its local HDFS
file system. It also maintains a meta-data for keeping track
of the data blocks it operates on. Slave HDFS cooperates
with master HDFS by sending the periodic signal which
means that the slave is working fine. Slaves can also
transfer blocks to other slaves as per the instructions from
master node. Hadoop can be implemented in 3 ways: [72].
 Standalone: In the standalone installation of the Hadoop
only one java process executes for providing functionalities.
 Pseudo-Distributed: As the name implies, this Hadoop
installation provides a flavor of Hadoop execution con-
taining the master and slave HDFS and processes in a
single machine. This kind of implementation can be used
for just developing and testing a Hadoop based project but
not for actual execution.
 Fully Distributed: This is a real Hadoop installation which
provides a full fledge distributed storage and processing on
a master-slave architecture. The processing of a job in the
fully distributed mode for large data definitely provides
efficiency as all the nodes can contribute as per their
respective storage and processing power.
2.2. Other implementation of MapReduce
The following paragraphs describe the working mechanism
of different non-Hadoop platforms for implementation of the
MapReduce programming paradigm:
 GridGain: The GridGain [73] is also an open-source
execution platform for MapReduce. Unlike Hadoop,
GridGain is able to process real-time and non-
transactional data in a distributed fashion. Even low la-
tency applications can be efficiently processed by Grid-
Gain. GridGain provides an efficient mechanism such that
a slave never waits for data. Grid Gain is documented
properly and appealing to the beginners [53].
 Phoenix: Phoenix [47] is an efficient shared memory
system that provides fault tolerance and resource man-
agement implicitly and works using the MapReduce
model. It is well suitable for multiprocessors and multi-
cores [53]. Mappers and reducers are crafted by Phoenix
by threads. Other than mappers and reducers, Phoenix
works on two special functions one of which is used for
splitting the data before each step of a data processing job
and another function for comparison of keys. A function
named scheduler is also used by Phoenix to start Map-
Reduce task, allocating I/O buffer locations and running
mappers and reducer threads.
 Mars: Mars [48] implements MapReduce for graphical
processing units. Mars actually created to provide GPUs
with a standardized programming platform for its exten-
sive parallel computing system by hiding the inner
complexity of the GPUs [53]. Mappers are reducers are
designed by threads in Mars. The thread assignment pro-
cess is done on Mars before the MapReduce starts the
mappers and reducers as the GPUs don't provide with
thread scheduling. The transformation of the input dataset
into <key, value> pair is done through processors by Mars
as GPUs don't fetch data from disk directly [48]. One
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Table 1
Tasks parallelized using MapReduce.
Objective Tasks implemented using MapReduce Dataset Reference
Producing current and yearly trends
of crops prices to the farmers
Data is stored in HDFS in such a format which consists of unique id for
the commodity, market, and date after map operation. This transformed
data is used by the users to query current prices in the different
market for a particular crop.
Agricultural datasets from
various sourcesare collected
with the help of web scrapping tool
[59]
Crops determination for agriculture planning Support Vector Machine, Regularized Greedy Forest (RGF), Decision Tree. Agricultural dataset [66]
Transforming soil and crop sensing to determine
use of pesticides and fertilizers
Digital Farm Record which consists of soil temperature, moisture percentage etc. Agricultural dataset [57]
Determining quality of crop generalization Regression on agricultural info. Degree index. It uses vector
regression model and other classifiers.
Agricultural dataset [67]
Preprocessing the log files Analyze web server log file to check successful client requests
and web crawler requests. The referred
URL with empty values are removed also.
Log files collected from NASA
Kennedy Space Centre
[58]
Exploring user session from log file Splits all the pages visited by the IP address based on
unique identity and timeout, when the time between page
requests exceeds 30 min.
Log files collected from NASA
Kennedy Space Centre
[58]
Analyzing different kinds of log files Data visualization and Statistical analysis are implemented
by a job scheduling algorithm
Email, Web server; Firewall logs,
Call Centre logs
[56]
Segmentation and classification
in medical image analysis
Support Vector Machines: The search for optimal SVM parameters.
First, a file containing all possible parameter
Combinations were generated. The latter serves as the input for the
Hadoop job, where each line containing a value couple represents an
independent map task.
ImageCLEF 2011 medical dataset [60]
Content based image retrieval Gaussian density functions and Huang-Hilbert Transform. DDSM image database [68]
Detection of hidden useful patterns
from biomedical
datasets by using clustering
Latent Semantic Indexing, Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering, spherical
K-means algorithm
Large volumes biomedical dataset
repository from PubMed.
[69]
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thread in Mars is provided with one chunk of dataset
making the number of chunks is equal to the number of
threads.
 Map-Reduce-Merge: Map-Reduce-Merge [74] is better
suitable to be specified as a modification of MapReduce
rather than a MapReduce implementation framework. Un-
like MapReduce, Map-Reduce-Merge can process mixed
type of datasets simultaneously [53,74]. Map-Reduce-
Merge can effectively execute relational algebra and join
operations. The results obtained from the reducers can be
joined by a specially designed merge phase in this model.
This merge phase enables Map-Reduce-Merge with a better
processing capability of large datasets than MapReduce.
3. Literature review on partition based clustering using
MapReduce
Surve and Paddune (2014) [75] used MapReduce for
clustering of remote sensing images. At the beginning, the
color images from the remote sensing images are first
transformed using the CIELAB color space. So at First,
a transformation of the original image dataset results in a
text file which represents, in each line, a pixel with its red,
green and blue proportion. The differences in the two pro-
portions of color are measured using Euclidean distance.
There are two MapReduce jobs for calculations used in
proposed K-means, one job of assigning pixels into a
particular centroid and the other job for error variance
checking of the pixels. The proposed work demonstrates its
effectiveness in the remote sensing dataset clustering. The
similar experiments are also conducted by Zhenhua Lv et al.
(2010) [76] for datasets containing similar input data. One
of important observation found from the experiments of this
work is that the transformation of images to a text file
creates a large data file and consumes a significant amount
of execution time.
In order to obtain efficiency while clustering large dataset,
K-means distance calculation is parallelized using MapReduce
by Li et al. (2011) [52]. This work is experimented on different
image datasets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning
Dataset Repository. The proposed algorithm is provided in
Fig. 4 and particulars are summarized below:
1) Select K points randomly from the input dataset space.
These are considered as initial centroid values.
2) Assign data point subsets to the mappers in order to
calculate the distance from data points and centroids.
3) After each data points are assigned to a centroid, reducers
recalculate centroid positions.
The steps 2 and 3 are repeatedly executed until the new
centroid values become same as compared to the old centroid
value. Experimental results show that this method produces
good quality clusters efficiently.
An efficient clustering on document dataset is implemented
using the MapReduce paradigm by Kumar and Chandavarkar
(2015) [77]. Since the MapReduce programming model re-
quires the key and value pairs to be submitted to the Map-
Reduce job, the key is selected as cluster center and value is
the vector space values of document dataset. The Map function
takes these two files as the input, the initial cluster center file
in HDFS form the key field and the other file consisting of
respective vector value representation of the dataset. The
distance calculation from cluster center to each point in the
data set is performed in the Map function, simultaneously
recording the cluster to which the given vector is nearest. After
processing all the vectors, the vector values are allocated to the
adjacent cluster. Immediately after the Mapper execution, the
computation is recalculated until it reaches a convergent point.
This recalculation part goes into the Reduce routine, it also
restructures the clusters to avoid the clusters with extreme size
that is the clusters with too fewer data vectors or too many data
vectors. These newly created clusters are written back to the
disk which will be loaded as input to the next iteration. The
author claims that the proposed work efficiently clustered the
dataset.
(file name, block number)
(block number, block location)
Instruction to slave
(block number, byte range) slave state
block data
Applicaon
Client
HDFS Mater Node
Dataset namespace
HDFS Slave Node
UNIX file system
Block3df2
HDFS Slave Node
UNIX file system
Fig. 3. HDFS file system.
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In a similar work on document dataset [33], the authors
have designed, experimented and evaluated a MapReduce
based parallel K- Means named PK-Means on a 10 node
Hadoop cluster. The clustering outcome provides good quality
clusters in reduced computational time as compared to tradi-
tional K-means while clustering large datasets. Table 2 pro-
vides a summary of execution time taken by PK-Means as
compared to traditional K-means. This proposed algorithm is
executed in few phases as specified briefly below:
Phase 1: This phase preprocess a text dataset and trans-
forms it into a normalized numeric dataset using the vector
space model. This job is accomplished using two MapReduce
processes. First MapReduce process calculates the parameter
values for the vector space model like term frequency-inverse
document frequency. The second MapReduce process excerpts
terms from the normalized dataset and produces vector space
of the dataset. This phase also specifies the number of iteration
for the algorithm and randomly selects centroids.
Phase 2: This step uses a mapper function so as to calculate
the distance between centroids and data points. As the data
size it produces is high, a combiner function is allotted which
calculates the mean value of data points respectively to each
centroid. The output of the combiner is sent to the reducer
function.
Phase 3: This step receives output from the phase 2 and
employs a reducer function to recalculate the centroid value.
This process of phase 2 and 3 iterates until the new centroid
value becomes same.
Although the above-reviewed works used a document
dataset, there are many works available in the literature which
did not use any specific dataset. Rather, those works are
conducted on a dataset of points. In one of such work, the
Authors [78] have modified K-means with MapReduce to
cluster 15 million 2-D and 3-D data objects. K-means algo-
rithm is parallelized and clustered on commodity hardware.
This study provides an insight into the fact that as the data size
for clustering is small, a MapReduce based clustering algo-
rithm becomes ineffective in exploiting the efficiency of a data
clustering job. It is because the MapReduce model consists of
network and process overhead, which trade off against effi-
ciency for small datasets. However, an advantage of this work
is that it has used a combiner function to gain efficiency in
clustering. A similar technique is implemented in Ref. [79].
Like the previous study, a combiner is also used by Anchalia
et al. (2014) for a MapReduce based K-means clustering [80].
This combiner function significantly shrinks the task of the
reducer function which in turns makes the clustering to
consume less time. The execution of this proposed algorithm
over 10 million data points is found efficient compared to the
non-combiner based MapReduce implementation. As an
experimental observation author found that shuffling in Map-
Reduce for 50 thousand points is nearly 4 s, for 500 thousand
points it becomes 30 s and for 5 million data points it consumes
207 s. Thus, to reduce this consumption of execution time in
shuffling and sorting in MapReduce, a combiner is designed
between mappers and reducers. This combiner function dem-
onstrates a good speed up in clustering job.
Gowru and Potnuri (2015) [81] modified K-means using
MapReduce as follows: the map step finds out the cluster
center values randomly into memory from a sequence input
file. Iteration occurs over every cluster center for all key/value
pairs in the input file. It then computes the distances and keeps
the nearest center which has the lowest distance into a defined
vector. Cluster centers are then written down with its computed
vector to the file system. The reducer receives all the associated
vectors of each cluster center then sum up associated vector
values and calculates the new mean of the cluster. In this point,
the algorithm compares the values between the old and the new
cluster center. If the centroids values are not same then the
algorithm iterates else it converges.
Li et al. (2015) [82] implemented MapReduce based K-
means algorithm for the large dataset in cloud computing
model. This algorithm provides an effective way to select
initial centroids in order to obtain good quality clusters. The
proposed algorithm consists of two main parts. The first part is
to select initial cluster centers and divide the sample dataset
into partitions for parallel processing. The second part assigns
mappers and reducer on these data partitions. The proposed
algorithm execution is depicted in Fig. 5. Experiments are
conducted on a dataset obtained from a coal group enterprise.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algo-
rithm provides quality clusters while consuming less compu-
tational time than the traditional K-means.
Anchalia et al. (2013) [83] proposed a parallel K-means
using the MapReduce model for text data clustering. The text
Find Nearest Centroid
…………………..
Key: Centroid, Value: point
Recompute Centroid
…………………..
Key: oldCentroids, Value: newcentroids
Mapper
Centroid 
version i
Reducer
Objects Objects
Centroid 
version i+1
Mapper
Reducer
Fig. 4. Parallel K-means algorithm with MapReduce as in Ref. [52].
Table 2
The Result of traditional and PK-means Algorithm as in Ref. [33].
Algorithm used Traditional K-means Parallel K-means
Computers used 1 10 (Hadoop cluster)
Time taken 30 min 10 min
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data is transformed to vector space model first. This trans-
formed dataset is then inputted to the Hadoop master node.
The master node creates two files: one which consists of
randomly chosen centroid values from the datasets and the
second, which consist of vector spaced representation of the
text datasets. These two files are sent to slave nodes by the
master. The mappers in the slave nodes compute the distance
between centroids and vectors and assigned vectors to the
centroids as per the lesser distance it computes. The restruc-
ture of these clusters are then performed through the reducers
by recalculation of the centroid values. This work has not
implemented any combiner between mappers and reducers.
This work is also silent about the experimental result of
clustering in terms of numeric quantity such as scale-up,
cluster up etc.
Zhao et al. (2009) [84] provides a modification of K-means
using MapReduce named PK-Means. The workflow design of
this study is similar to the previous review of [83], except that
this work is designed with a combiner function between
mapper and reducer. The network communication overhead is
reduced due to the effective use of combiner in this work. The
authors used speed up, scale up and size up the comparison in
order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The
work is found efficient in clustering large dataset using
Hadoop cluster of commodity hardware. It is observed that
the result of clustering in terms of speed up does not provide
linearity with respect to increase in data size. The author
stated that the main reason of this nonlinearity is the
communication overhead between the nodes of a Hadoop
cluster. The authors have not specified the type of the dataset
used for experimentation.
In order to efficiently cluster a large mixed type dataset,
HajKacem et al. (2016) [85] proposed a modification of the
K-prototype algorithm using MapReduce. A pruning tech-
nique is employed in mappers, named triangle inequality
method [86], is used in this work to achieve a reduction in
distance computations of the K-prototype. The distance
calculation between cluster centers and data objects are
performed in mappers and recalculation of cluster centers are
performed by reducers after receiving output from mappers.
The clustering provides a linear speed up with respect to
increase in dataset size. The experimental results also depict
that the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is only effective
when the input data objects are larger than 2 million.
Srinivasulu et al. (2015) [87] parallelized K-medoids using
MapReduce. The mappers are provided with a global array
which contains randomly chosen medoids objects. Based on
these medoids, mappers compute the distance with other data
objects. The combiner functions are employed, which gather
intermediate outcomes from mappers. As combiners work on
the same node it reduces the communication overhead for the
reducers. The medians and centroids are then fetched to the
reducers where recalculation of the median is performed.
The shortfall of K-means in noisy data clustering is solved
by the K-medoids algorithm, but K-medoids is not efficient for
large datasets because of its higher execution time. To solve
this shortfall of K-medoids, the author in Ref. [88] proposed
parallel K-Medoids algorithm named HK-medoids. This
technique used in this work is similar to the review in Ref.
[87]. The dataset is clustered by this work is the classical iris
feature dataset. The algorithm HK-medoids is found effective
and obtained a linear speedup.
HBase provides efficient storage of sparse information
using a distributed model of HDFS. Authors Yue et al. (2016)
[89] have modified K-medoids using MapReduce, named K-
medoidsþþ, and experimented on spatial datasets. The input
map combine reduce
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center, update the 
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...
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data 1
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data 2
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data k
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Fig. 5. Process of proposed K-means as in Ref. [82].
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spatial datasets are kept on HBase as an ordered file of co-
ordinates. The key of map function is the row number in the
HBase dataset and the value is a string of the corresponding
coordinate. The spatial points are split and sent to mappers.
As a result, the distance between medoids and data objects is
computed in parallel. All the initial medoids are stored in the
file of medoids and provide to the mappers as input. The
mappers calculate the medians using distance calculation
between centroids and data objects. The reducers, after
receiving centroid and respective data object coordinates
from the mapper, recalculates the centroid value. The clus-
tering results show that K-medoids is effective in clustering
large datasets.
In order to cluster dataset using MapReduce based parallel
K-modes, Tao et al. [90] first randomly selected K initial
categorical objects from the dataset. These modes are input to
the mapper functions which calculate the distance between
data objects and modes and then assign objects to a cluster
based on the highest similarity between them. This work
provides the result obtained from m mappers to n reducers.
Reducer process will generate X HDFS files containing X
categorical clusters, where each of X is obtained from the
mode of a cluster. The study is conducted on US census
datasets and demonstrates speed up in terms of computational
time for large dataset clustering. The study also reveals that
the proposed technique is equivalent in terms of computational
time for clustering of small datasets.
Fuzzy C-means is parallelized using MapReduce by Garg
et al. (2015) [91]. Canopy method, used in this work for
generating the data points, is also parallelized using Map-
Reduce. The canopy generated data objects are considered as
centroids and vectors as the data objects. The mapper in this
work calculates the distance from the centroids and canopy
generated data objects and assigns the membership value to
each data object with respect to the centroids. The data ob-
jects with highest membership value are assigned in the
cluster by the mappers and this result is transferred to the
reducers. The reducer recalculates the centroid value and
iteratively fed to the mapper again until reaches to a partic-
ular iteration. The result of this technique demonstrates a
speed up for large datasets.
The Stopping criterion of FCM is that it shall continue its
execution until centroids don't alter its value outside the
threshold of convergence and neither the data objects assigned to
the centroid don't alter. This increase in a number of iterations for
large datasets overlapping clusters and becomes problematic for
in-memory data management. In order to deal with this problem,
Mathew and Chandran (2015) [92] used MapReduce. The map
job calculates the Euclidean distance between randomly selected
centroid points and the vector points. Membership matrix is then
calculated using Euclidean distance. Additionally, it manages a
data cache to keep track of all data objects associated to a
particular centroid. The reducer performs the recalculation of the
centroid values and fed the newly calculated centroid value to
the mappers, iteratively, till convergence.
Garg et al. (2013) [93] compares K-mean and FCM by
implementing both in MapReduce and sequential approach.
The algorithms implemented in MapReduce as follows: Map-
pers compute the distance and spills out a key-value
pair <centroid_id, datapoint> for K-means. This identifies the
associativity of the data point with the cluster. Reducers, on the
other hand, work with specific cluster_id and a list of data points
associated with it. New mean is computed with the help of a
reducer and the reducer also writes to a new centroid file. Now it
is the choice of the user regarding the number of iterations to be
used, a method of algorithm termination or comparison with the
centroid in the previous iteration. A single iterativemethod of K-
means on MapReduce used in this work is shown in Fig. 6.
However, this work requires many MapReduce jobs for clus-
tering requiring much of its computational requirement [94].
The above-stated drawback of parallel FCM using Map-
Reduce is solved by Ghadiri et al. (2016) [94], by an
enhancement of classical FCM named BigFCM. The associa-
tivity of a data object with a centroid is specified by a weight.
The mapper reads randomly selected cluster centers from the
dataset and transfers the preprocessed records to another
MapReduce process: combiner. In the case of more than one
combiner, a key defines them. Combiner executes the FCM by
fetching the centroids from the cache and data objects from the
mapper. Big FCM combiner provides weights to the objects for
each centroid and fed the value to the reducer. The reducers
recalculate and discover new centroids. The reducer outputs are
gathered by a single reducer which combines the result and
discovers the final centroids. The experimental results show
that the algorithm is way faster in terms of computational time
and generates high-quality clusters. The overall process of this
algorithm is shown below in Fig. 7.
In Table 3, we have provided details of some of the recent
works of partition-based clustering using MapReduce.
….
….
….
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Fig. 6. Single iteration of K-means on MapReduce as in Ref. [93].
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4. Conclusion
This survey paper provides a comprehensive study of the
recent works on partition based clustering algorithms modified
using the MapReduce programming paradigm in order to
execute on top of the Hadoop distributed computing environ-
ment. We have explained the MapReduce framework by
elaborating MapReduce design and program execution Strat-
egy. We have also reviewed and briefed different frameworks
which use MapReduce paradigm. The most popular framework
for MapReduce paradigm is Hadoop. Hence we have provided
a Hadoop distributed computing framework into greater de-
tails. The recent tasks in the literature which implements
different tasks using MapReduce to obtain different objective
for different datasets are briefed in a table. Then we analyzed
recent works on partition based clustering using MapReduce
framework. The authors have modified MapReduce based
clustering by incorporating different techniques in the Map-
Reduce paradigm and clustering algorithms. Table 1 provides
an accumulated discussion on different works in MapReduce
which is used for different task parallelization. Similarly, Table
2 provides an overview on different partition based clustering
algorithms used in different datasets. Table 2 also summarizes
the contribution of these partition based clustering algorithms,
specially, in terms of the working of the algorithmic parts (how
the traditional algorithms are divided into mappers, combiners
and reducers) over MapReduce paradigm.
In general, the empirical study allows us to draw the
following conclusions for clustering using MapReduce:
 Hadoop cluster nodes made with commodity hardware are
used to execute clustering algorithms modified in
MapReduce.
 Introducing a combiner between the mapper and reducer
functions decreases the amount of data to be written by the
mapper and the amount of data to be read by the reducer.
This technique considerably reduces the redundant Map-
Reduce data transfer that results in a significant reduction
in the time required for clustering.
 Hadoop operates only on text data and when an image
dataset is processed and represented as text, the overhead
in the representation and processing is huge.
 Clustering in MapReduce has no obvious advantage when
dealing with smaller dataset, but it greatly shortens the
computing time and archives good speedup ratio when
dealing with large-scale data.
 In order to decrease the cost of network communication, a
combiner function can be developed to deal with a partial
combination of the intermediate values with the same key
within the same map task.
 The clustering performance of MapReduce can be evalu-
ated using two key observations: scale up and size up.
Scale up is keeping the same data size and experimenting
with different Hadoop cluster size. Size up is exper-
imenting with different data size by keeping the same
Hadoop cluster size.
 The input dataset distribution among the nodes has a
profound effect in gaining efficiency in MapReduce based
algorithms.
Dataset
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Map 1
Combine
1
FCM on 
sampling 
data
Map 2 Map n
Combine
2
Combine
n
Reduce
Intermediate centers & Corresponding weights
Output (Final 
Centroids)
Initial 
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Fig. 7. The overall process of BigFCM as in Ref. [94].
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Table 3
Few Recent Works of Partition-based Clustering using MapReduce.
Algorithm Modified Short Description Input Dataset Reference
K-means Input images are transformed into text files. One MapReduce job distributes pixels into a centroid and
second job moves pixels to minimize the error variances.
Remote sensing images [75]
K-means Mapper allots data objects to centroids with minimum distance centroid while reducer recalculates the
value of the centroids when all objects have been assigned.
Dataset consists of different types of images [52]
K-means Mapper calculates the distance between vector points and centroids. Reducer computes the new cluster
centers.
Document dataset [33]
K-means A combiner function is created that receives output from each mapper then calculates a local centroid
value. The reducer calculates global centroid based on combiner output.
50,000 data points [80]
K-prototypes Mapper performs the pruning process. It also assigns each data point to the nearest cluster. Reducer is
devoted to update the new cluster centers. The process of calling the two functions iterate several times
until convergence.
Synthetic dataset, real data set which consists
of data about TCP connections
[85]
K-medoids A global variant medoids array contains the information about medoids of the clusters. Mapper computes
the closest medoid for each data objects. A combiner combines the intermediate results of the map task.
Reducer sums all the data objects and then computes the total quantity of data objects allocated to the
same cluster. Thereafter, new medians are computed and used for next iteration.
Not provided [87]
K-modes The mapper calculates the similarity between the modes and the objects and allocate to a cluster whose
similarity is maximum. Many mapper and reducers exchange data clustering operation to obtain a final
result by a reducer.
US Census dataset [90]
FCM Mapper calculates the distance between cluster centers and the data objects from canopy generated
dataset where centroid points received through canopy method is taken as key and data objects as value.
Then Mapper computes the membership matrix for each object. The centroid recalculation for each
cluster is achieved by a reducer function. The new centroid value is passed to Map. Iteratively it executes
till convergence.
Iris, Synthetic control and KDD cup dataset [91]
FCM Mappers compute the distance and spill out a key-value pair <centroid_id, datapoint> for K-means. This
identifies the associativity of the data point with the cluster. Reducers, on the other hand, work with
specific cluster_id and a list of data points associated with it. New mean is computed with the help of a
reducer and the reducer also writes to a new centroid file.
Not Mentioned [93]
FCM The mapper reads randomly selected cluster centers from a data cache and transfers the preprocessed
records to the combiner. Combiner executes the FCM by fetching the centroids from the cache and data
objects from the mapper. Combiner provides weights to the objects for each centroid and fed the value to
the reducer. The reducers recalculate and discover new centroids.
Different datasets like Pima Indian Diabetes,
intrusion detection and Iris datasets
[94]
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 It is important to optimize the MapReduce configuration
parameters for efficient clustering.
 The shuffling process of MapReduce consumes a signifi-
cant processing time of the clustering job.
 The quality of clustering is highly dependent on the proper
accumulation of partial clustering results from slave nodes
to the master node.
 The distance calculation part of partition based algorithms
is performed in map functions and the centroid recalcu-
lation part is calculated by reducers.
 The fault tolerance in MapReduce applications has a trade-
off with the performance gain. The more the replication
factor data objects possess, the larger it consumes time for
the node to node data transfer.
 The MapReduce clustering algorithms are data intensive
than computation intensive and a good performance gain
in clustering requires minimization of disk I/O and
reduction in communication among nodes.
This review provides us the following directions for
implementation of clustering large datasets using MapReduce
programming model:
[1] Hadoop cluster of general purpose computers can be used
for the efficient parallel clustering of large datasets using
MapReduce model.
[2] It is required to convert traditional partition based clus-
tering algorithms to MapReduce model by expressing
them into Map and Reduce functions. It is a challenging
task to determine iterative parts and serial parts of clus-
tering algorithms to express it in mapper and reducer
respectively.
[3] The MapReduce model can be enhanced in order to
obtain higher effectiveness in clustering. For an example,
the data distribution among nodes become uneven (a load
balancing problem) for the skewed datasets, where few
keys are allocated with a large portion of data.
[4] In order to make MapReduce based clustering more
effective, several optimizations in system level and code
level can be performed.
[5] The system level optimization of the MapReduce model
includes specification of data replication number and
uniform transfer of the dataset among nodes etc.
[6] The code level optimization of the MapReduce model
includes the design of a combiner function between
mapper and reducer, incorporation of different techniques
in the clustering algorithms for a good quality clustering
(like pruning, particle swarm optimization etc.).
[7] It is required to implement an effective technique in the
MapReduce model to accumulate good quality clusters
from partial clustering results obtained from slave nodes.
[8] It is required to design MapReduce based clustering al-
gorithms in such a way that it can tune the fault tolerance
of the system by controlling the replication factor of the
dataset. This adjustment technique on data replication
factor should be focused on Hadoop cluster size, dataset
feature, and objective of the clustering.
[9] In order to exploit efficiency in MapReduce based clus-
tering, the focus should be given to reduce the number of
MapReduce processes involved in clustering.
[10] A general core pseudo-code structure can be designed for
parallelization of partition based clustering algorithms
using MapReduce. This pseudo-code can be extended so
as to parallelize different partition based clustering al-
gorithms using MapReduce with different techniques like
preprocessing, pruning, the addition of a combiner, par-
ticle swarm optimization etc.
[11] In order to experiment and observe the efficiency of
partition based clustering algorithms using MapReduce, a
relationship between data size and the number of Hadoop
cluster nodes should be studied.
[12] Similarly, a relationship between speedup, data size, and
code scalability is also required to be studied for
observing the efficiency of partition based clustering
algorithms.
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